Students miss popular vendor

By Yochi Oreazen

The popular campus food truck was struck by a car speeding through a red light at the intersection of 36th and Spruce streets two weeks ago. It was flipped on its side and its owner, Sami Dakko of Havertown, suffered back and neck injuries, a broken finger and various abrasions.

Dakko is in physical therapy. He said popular Middle Eastern food truck has been banned from the same spot for 10 years, according to Dakko. He said he wants to come back as soon as possible.

Dakko, however, said that because of the length of time it takes for his insurance company to pay, he does not know when he will return.

Community and Students for Neighbor- hood Improvement, the volunteers spent the day removing trash from sidewalks and streets between 40th and 47th streets and Spruce and Walnut Streets. Dakko, and said that because he was involved in the project.

Many of the volunteers started brooms and garbage collection and recycling. They also distributed flyers about truck returning.

Most people don’t even know that the Rami’s Luncheonette has been absent from 40th and Locust Streets due to a traffic accident.

Lasorda honors Penn baseball team

By Andrea Ahles

The English Undergraduate Advisory Board released a statement yesterday addressing the resignation of Mark Nodelman from his position as a tenured faculty member that the university's English Department should be allowed to reconsider its membership.

In its statement, the English Unde- graud Chairperson Sarah Davin- son said "He has done so much for our program and I look for- ward to working with him in the future."
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**Campus Events**

**Big-C steps to beat**

By Davee Shulfer  

To help the Penn men's basketball team, the Big-C Program has sponsored a series of events, including an upcoming competition.

**Tuesday**

**PENN ARMS (in English)**

6:00-6:30pm: The Penn Men's Basketballots will hold a pep rally to kick off the season. The event will feature live music, a pep band, and interactive games. The rally is free and open to the public.

**Wednesday**
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7:00-9:00pm: The Penn Women's Basketballots will host a pep rally to kick off the season. The event will feature live music, a pep band, and interactive games. The rally is free and open to the public.
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Food truck
RAMIS from page 1.
...to visit and keep up with his clients every few days.
And Pete Karalis, of Pete's Food Truck said he is sorry that Sami is hurt and talks to him every day on the phone to check up on him.
"I miss him," he said. "He's my good friend."
Students are also feeling the loss of Rami's Lenchdrawer and its Middle Eastern cuisine.
College senior Beth Tretter used to eat at Rami's every day, and has been looking for the truck ever since its disappearance.
"I was wondering why they weren't there anymore because they were very popular on this side of campus and they always had a line," he said. "I was wondering why they weren't there anymore because they were very popular on this side of campus and they always had a line."
Wharton sophomore Jed Pierro also said he misses Rami's "really good food."
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Philadelphia's Best Parties
A special place is the brew tap toward a successful event whether it's a party for 500, a ticket party for 15, or a corporate dinner for 50. Oddfellows should be experienced in providing excellent service, a comfortable atmosphere, and unrivaled service, whether it's a corporate dinner for 50 or an open bar for 500.

The Wharnsick
PHILADELPHIA
1791 Locust Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103 (215) 733-6999 or (800) 513-4219

FLIGHT ATTENDANTS

YOUR open ticket TO ADVENTURE.
Discover a career with a world of difference at United Airlines. Our fantastic growth and increased flight schedules have created new opportunities for Domestic Flight Attendants.
The high energy individuals we seek work on at least 10 years to become a Flight Attendant in the United States. To better serve the needs of our culturally diverse passengers, we are looking for individuals who are fluent in English and at least one of our selective languages. You must be willing to relocate and enjoy helping customers.
Wish you the world at your feet as you travel to interesting destinations across the United States. Plus receive an exceptional compensation plan with travel privileges for you and your immediate family. For more information, please call our Enrollment Hotline at 1-800-800-8888.

UNITED AIRLINES
A real departure from the ordinary

PRINCIPLES OF SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?

Today there seems to be an investment rut or financial advice about everything that you hear. Just how qualified are all these experts? Peace of mind about your future comes from careful planning. From investments and insurance designed and managed with your needs and retirement security specifically in mind. The kind of investments and services TIAA-CREF has been providing for more than 75 years.

WELL HELP YOU BUILD A REWARDING RETIREMENT.
Our counselors are trained financial professionals who have only you and your future in mind. We're trained to be the single person you are, with special needs and concerns about retirement. And that makes for an understandable, comfortable relationship.

TIAA-CREF can help you grow in a way that makes sense. It's tough to work through the "advisor" who's only interested in making money. But as a member of the education and research community, you have access to a single TIAA-CREF plan: the plan that makes sense in helping you prepare for retirement, our assets, your success, and answers more than 90 million people throughout the nation.

TIAA-CREF: THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.

Enabling the future for those who shape it.

LAZARD FRÉRES & CO. LLC
FINANCIAL ANALYST POSITION
THE INVESTMENT BANKING GROUP

Lazard Frères & Co. LLC is seeking bright and highly motivated college graduates join the Banking Group in New York as Financial Analysts beginning in August 1996.
Qualified Candidates should have an outstanding academic record and be willing to work hard in an unstructured environment which values initiative, maturity and enthusiasm for learning. Academic backgrounds may vary so long as candidates are comfortable with numbers and enjoy quantitative work.
First round interviews will be held on campus in January 1996. Interested students should submit a resume to CPPS. Cover letters should be addressed to one of the following:

Shannon M. Fullerton
Analyst

Vinit Sethi
Analyst

Lazard Frères & Co. LLC
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10020
When the soul of your company is performance...

nothing is more important than the performers. Nothing.

At American Management Systems, our consultants help large organizations—many of them dominant players in their industries—achieve breakthrough performance through the intelligent use of information technology.

Corporate Presentation

November 7, 1995
7:00—9:00 pm
Sheraton University City

Please contact career services for more details
Allan Jones
American Management Systems
4050 Legato Road, Fairfax, VA 22033-4003
703-267-5084
E-Mail: AMS_recruiting@mail.amsinc.com
World-wide Web: https://www.amsinc.com
Director says GIC is ignored resource
By Jennifer Austin

The Daily Pennsylvania

The saying "there is no place like home" does not apply to students who make use of the Grounds for International Concern, according to GIC Director Larry Barbury.

"I'm not sure if all students feel that the GIC is home," the University that continues to miss out on this resource.

Barbury added. "But it still urges all students to make use of the GIC."

"There are so many resources there," he said. "Students can go there to relax, study, use the computer, or watch television. I can't imagine not having it around." But he still urged all students to make use of the GIC.

"It is not near to students," he said. "As a result, students that utilize the facility."

Barbury said. "We are near the center of campus activity," Barbury said. "It's ready out, but we have a large number of the University that continues to miss out on this resource.

"We (the GIC) are still trying to find ways to get the word out that we are here," Barbury added. "But it is not that all students are not welcomed and encouraged to come.

"It is just that they don't know that it is here," Barbury said. "If you see that it is just that they don't know that it is here."

Barbury also proposed that the con

it is not as diverse as it desires to be due to its location.

This is a center of cultural resources, a place to relax, study, use the computer, or watch television. Imagine not having it around."
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Lessons in Peace

The tweaker was no better that I had seen battlingfields, but he was a man without the knowledge that most men ort death. His wrists offered a perfect view of the land surrounding it, allow him to observe the movements of his surroundings. He was equally scary to see from above, with that same strip of land in the Middle East that had killed his father and brothers.

I visited Israel in the winter of 1984, three months after Israel agreed to withdraw its forces from Lebanon and allow the Palestine Liberation Organization to participate in the peace process.

It was a frightening realization to see that Israel and the Palestinian people limited territory. It was a time of qui-

A lesson we must all learn from this experience is that we cannot win in the Middle East by force alone.

To the Editor:

We have come to try to put an end to the hostilities so that our children may have a chance to live in a land of peace.

We at the center are involved in the lives of many students, including those who are African American. We invite you all to stop by the center. Don't let the issues of concern be a barrier to your participation.

We are now being made aware herein of a decision to ban certain websites. This action is not only unfair, but it also violates the principles of freedom of speech and access to information.

I invite you all to continue to participate in the various services provided to the center. Please let us know if you have any issues or concerns. The center is here to serve you and to assist you in any way possible.

JOSHUA THALER/The Daily Pennsylvanian

Policy on Submissions

Submissions may be faxed to:

Journal of "Paving the Way" appears alternate Mondays.
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Fans pray for defeat of Tigers
By Meredith Peters
The Daily Pennsylvanian

Dangling inflatable tigers from moans and spearing “Tiger Death Fest” T-shirts, hundreds of students and alumni flooded College Green on Saturday to mourn the death of Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin.

Rabin was assassinated Wednesday in Tel Aviv, and the loss sent shockwaves through the Jewish community, the world and this campus.

“Rabin was a husband, a father, a friend, a president of Israel, and I was quick to point out that he was not a hero. I hope the same happens in Israel. It’s not time for Jews to be divided. It’s not time for Jews to be excluded. It’s not time for Jews to fit in among other people in the world,” said College sophomore Justin Goldfinger, Engineering and Special Events Committee and the Jewish Student Alliance representative.

“Tiger Death Fest” was the alumni event of the evening for Penn’s slaughter of the Princeton Tigers.

Although some crisis will occur when a head of state is assassinated, I have a firm belief with Israel’s strong legal and democratic tradition,” he said. “It will make it and overcome this dark hour.”

College sophomore Yosin Shimerman said he believes the action cannot be condoned “no matter what political stance one supports.”

STEPHEN SHAPIRO T. (  ,

Rabin’s assassination shocks community

The Daily Pennsylvanian

Friday

The coffin of Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin was carried to theliketo bring people together,” she added. “I hope the same happens in Israel. It’s not time for Jews to be divided. It’s not time for Jews to be excluded. It’s not time for Jews to fit in among other people in the world.”

The world is changing fast. Intelligent, innovative and motivated people will make the most of it. That’s why starting with a firm that is a recognized force in international finance can be one of the most important career moves you will make.

As an analyst, you’ll be an important part of the team, assuming that is a recognized force in international finance can be one of the most important career moves you will make.

Undergraduate Opportunities in London

Become part of a firm with global reach and you not only broaden your international horizons but your professional horizons as well. The world is changing fast. Intelligent, innovative and motivated people will make the most of it. That’s why starting with a firm that is a recognized force in international finance can be one of the most important career moves you will make.
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As an analyst, you’ll be an important part of the team, assuming that is a recognized force in international finance can be one of the most important career moves you will make.

At Merrill Lynch, we offer challenging positions in investment banking, debt markets, capital markets, equity markets and institutional client (sales). As an analyst, you’ll be an important part of the team, assuming responsibilities quickly and making decisions early. And because we are a meritorious, innovative thinking is encouraged and strong performance is rewarded. That makes a big difference, for us and you.

The difference is Merrill Lynch.

Please drop your resume and cover letter to:
Vicky Lopez at CPPS indicating area of interest, language(s)/level of fluency and European Union work eligibility.

Resume Deadline: Monday, November 13, 1995
Interviews: Off-campus, Tuesday, January 23, 1996
Serbian president feels misled by Ohio peace conference organizers

DAYTON, Ohio—Serbian President Slobodan Milosovic, the man who until recently was considered the architect of the former Yugoslavia, has reacted angrily to a proposed Dayton peace accord, labeling it as the most destructive of his country’s peace accords. Milosovic, who was once a strong supporter of Russian President Boris Yeltsin’s call for a negotiated settlement to the Balkan conflict, has turned his back on Yeltsin and other Russian leaders who have been pushing for a negotiated settlement to the fighting in the Balkans. The Russian delegation, which includes some of Russia’s top diplomats, has come up with a draft agreement to end the war and establish a republic comprising of two ethnic entities.

Shuttle Columbia returns after flight

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.—Space shuttle Columbia and its crew sailed through a snow storm and landed with the heaviest scientific load ever returned, clearing the way for NASA’s next interest in space exploration.

It was, at 12 days, the second longest flight in shuttle history, and one that should be cut short.

“Probably more than anyone, I was really hoping that we could get the snow storm over,” said pilot Kent Reed. “But now, what we’re on back to Earth, it’s nice to be here.”

The laboratory research mission was all about learning how to use the international space station, once it’s built. The next shuttle flight will focus on station assembly.

Atlantic is scheduled to crew of Saturday on the second docking mission with the Russian space station Mir.

There will no crew this time. Rather, the shuttle will take up a docking adapter for the station.

National

Three friends on trial for hate crime

Three young men were arraigned yesterday on charges that they beat a white college student with a shotgun and shot three black youths with a Beretta.

The three started the rampage after discussing “how they hate niggers” and “coons.” how they could deal with them.

The three young men, one described as a skinhead, were arrested on Wednesday in the case.

National

Typhoon Angela’s death toll caps 500 in Philippines

Nearly 300,000 cannot return to homes

MANILA, Philippines—The death toll from Typhoon Angela soared past 300 yesterday. Nearly 400,000 people still couldn’t return to their homes in flooded eastern provinces, according to a relief official.

“The numbers may increase some,” said Dr. Efren Duenas in Iligan, executive director of the National Disaster Coordinating Council. He said the government still was trying to restore communications to some remote areas.

Angela’s (15 mph wind speed) swept power lines, ripped down power poles and formed tidal waves on dozens of streets— the most powerful in the Philippines since 1984—tore through 25 provinces since Thursday and Friday.

Angela’s 125-mph winds uprooted trees, opened gaps in evacuation camps, and a raging river killed at least 100 people. A road to the nearest town was washed away yesterday.

By late yesterday, electricity was re- stored to about 75 percent of the metro- politan Manila and nearby provinces.

And yesterday, the charity Doctors without Borders reported that more than 500 medical and sanitary supplies and shelter facilities were destroyed in the typhoon’s path.
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Paul Meyer & Partners, Inc.
300 Park Ave., 31st Floor
New York, NY 10022
(212) 644-2300

878 Seventh Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10019

Kenneth J. Eiger, FSA
Actuary

The EQUIVALENT

SO YOU'RE GOOD IN MATH

If you have a strong math aptitude and a business orientation, (math major not required) this actuarial profession offers unlimited career potential.

The Equitable, a financial giant, is one of the nation’s largest life insurance companies. As a member of our Actuarial Development Program, your skills will be developed through a series of varied job assignments and continued formal education.

A unique work-study summer internship is also available.

(Resume should include educational background, extracurricular activities and personal data for interview.)

To learn more, come to my presentation on November 8 from 4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. at Steinberg Hall Dentro Hall Room 218.

To interview with us for summer positions, submit your resume to the Career Planning & Placement Office.

Jeremiah J. Eiger, FSA

Actuary

Sunday, November 6, 1995

Israel prime minister slain

Rabin shot by right-wing Jew

JERUSALEM—An endless procession of Is- raelis, many weeping, many bearing flowers, shout “Rabin lives” across the simple wooden coffin of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin on a rainy Sunday morning. The leaders of the Western world were convening for a final salute to the assassinat- ed leader, statesmen and men of peace.

Hundreds of thousands of mourners came from all over Israel to attend the round-the-clock service at a court- yard in front of the Israeli parliament. The vigil was extended until midnight at least until the start of a state funeral today attended by dozens of world leaders, including President Clinton.

The death of Yitzhak Rabin, the Nobel peace prize winner, would not condone the behavior of Rabin’s op- ponents, but could set the tone for how the hatred of so many people could end it. I have encountered this hatred and I don’t see how to keep that the hatred of so many people could end it.

But this Monday in Tel Aviv, the prime minister arrived for an event at the central Tel Aviv hotel.

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin’s wife, Leah, center, leads thousands of mourners to her. Rabin, 73, was shot and killed after a peace rally Saturday in Tel Aviv.

Bodyguards mistook assassin for VIP

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin’s wife, Leah (center), leads thousands of mourners away from his coffin and home yesterday in front of the Knesset in Tel Aviv, as relatives comfort her. Rabin, 73, was shot and killed after a peace rally Saturday in Tel Aviv.

Bodyguards mistook assassin for VIP

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin’s wife, Leah (center), leads thousands of mourners away from his coffin and home yesterday in front of the Knesset in Tel Aviv, as relatives comfort her. Rabin, 73, was shot and killed after a peace rally Saturday in Tel Aviv.

Bodyguards mistook assassin for VIP

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin’s wife, Leah (center), leads thousands of mourners away from his coffin and home yesterday in front of the Knesset in Tel Aviv, as relatives comfort her. Rabin, 73, was shot and killed after a peace rally Saturday in Tel Aviv.

Bodyguards mistook assassin for VIP

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin’s wife, Leah (center), leads thousands of mourners away from his coffin and home yesterday in front of the Knesset in Tel Aviv, as relatives comfort her. Rabin, 73, was shot and killed after a peace rally Saturday in Tel Aviv.

Bodyguards mistook assassin for VIP

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin’s wife, Leah (center), leads thousands of mourners away from his coffin and home yesterday in front of the Knesset in Tel Aviv, as relatives comfort her. Rabin, 73, was shot and killed after a peace rally Saturday in Tel Aviv.
English UAB supports prof

CAMFIELD From page 1

"really cares about what he teaches and really cares about the students," Wayne added that if the faculty decide to reopen Camfield's case, to decide for themselves what could be a long process.

But no matter what the outcome, UAB's involvement in Camfield's case is indicative of a larger according to Wayne.

"Regardless of what happens with Dr. Camfield, the rest of the University really needs to look at the way they view the tenure process and who they want to have tenure," she said.

Many who disapprove of the current tenure process feel that professors who are "scholars who hide in the wood" are preferred by the administration to the faculty members who are "really excellent teachers getting through to undergraduates," Wayne said.

"How do I contact the DP? If I want an event covered?" http://newsroom.upenn.edu

NYU Summer '96

Live in historic Greenwich Village.

special summer housing rates for as little as $100 per six-week session.

CAMPUS NEWS, OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

1-800-771-4NYU, ext. 156

E-mail: summer@nyu.edu • Web site: http://www.nyu.edu/summer

Programs: Academic, cultural, pre-college

1996 summer bulletin (available in January)

Session I: May 20-June 28

Session II: July 1-August 9

Monday, November 6, 7-8:30pm

Bodek Lounge, Houston Hall

A panel discussion by undergrads about their international summer positions, including:

ENGLAND, AUSTRALIA, JAPAN, UKRAINE, SPAIN, HONG KONG, VENEZUELA, SINGAPORE

Everyone Welcome!

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES TO TOLL FREE 1-800-423-USAFOFFICE TRAINING ELECTRONIC

GO TO OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL.

Put your college degree to work in the Air Force Officer Training School. Then, after graduating from Office Training School, become a commissioned Air Force officer with great starting pay, complete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacation with pay per year and management opportunities. Learn if you qualify for higher education in the Air Force. Call

MAIL BOXES ETC

Free Pick-up!

3741 Walnut St. • (215) 222-2840

Open Mon. - Fri. 8AM - 8PM • Sat. 9AM - 5PM

Looking for help with packing and shipping for the holiday season? Mail Boxes ETC will handle your holiday packages with care. Each MBE Center provides expert packing services and complete shipping services. We can help you ship fragile, delicate, oversized or overweight items.

MAIL BOXES ETC

Free Pick-up!
Our 17th year of excellence on the campus on The University of Pennsylvania
- GRE, GMAT, MCAT, LSAT courses, basic & advanced, for small groups
- Individual SAT, GRE, GMAT, LSAT tutoring

EXPERIENCED INSTRUCTORS

UNIVERSITY TEST PREPARATION SERVICES
(215) 386-4760 or 386-8378 (FAX - TEST)

The best season in Penn women's soccer history ended in the most disappo...

W. Soccer blanked, 2-0

By Jordan Smith

The Quakers' season ended Saturday in a
two-goal loss to Princeton, a result that...
Princeton defense dominated

By Nick Hut
The Daily Pennsylvanian

NICK HUT

Princeton's Dave Patterson may be a gatekeeper, but he'd make a terrible football mascot. This is what he had to say just west of the trials and tribulations of stopping the Penn offense: "Even if we can take Nick away, there's no one person we can shut down to shut the whole team down. How wrong he was.

On the Sidelines

The Tigers took a page out of defensive strategy, confused around putting the clamps on everything. Princeton's Mike Macik, to take command of the Ivy League title race.

One facet of the strategy involved the coverages used to shut down Macik, who came in averaging seven catches per game. He was held in a paltry three against the Tigers.

The results were nothing short of disastrous for the Quakers offense. Penn attackers Felix Buve and Lee Ludwig were able to get away downfield against the secondary on several occasions, but they were not able to find that third- or second-down throw, which could have helped them get into scoring position.

In the second quarter, it appeared Deus was able to adjust to the Quakers' schemes, especially against those running short routes. The safety covered the Quakers' wideout, and effectively, not allowing Deus to throw the ball downfield.

The strategy worked to near perfection. When Macik tried to go long, free safety Tom Ludwig was light there in coverage, and the Quakers' secondary was unable to stop the Tigers' running back. In the second stanza, while Macik was held to a mere three catches, Princeton quarterback Matt DeRosa did not have a single interception against the Quakers — and blitzing did not show up as much in the second half, while Macik was held to a mere three catches.

He's going to be quick about his passes or try to scramble," said Princeton defensive line- backer Jasen Scott. "We knew he was going to be quick about his passes or try to scramble,

TheQuakerstooktheirfirstdownandthethree-yardsomedown,whileMacik was held to a total of three catches.

The Quakers botched the return, handing the ball right back to the Princeton 28. After a few yards, Deus allowed the Quakers to convert one on a short pass, and the Quakers took a 14-9 lead.

The Quakers moved the ball to the Princeton 26 after a five-yard run, but the Princeton defense forced a fourth-down punt. The Quakers' field goal attempt was blocked, and the Tigers took over on the Princeton 26.

The Quakers' defense forced a punt, and when the ball came back to the Princeton 40, the Tigers went on the attack.

"We knew they were going to throw the ball around," said Princeton defensive back Matt DeRosa. "And we knew they were going to throw it to the outside.

In the third quarter, the Quakers were able to shut down Deus on one of the few occasions he was able to throw the ball around.

"We were able to shut them down when we wanted to," said Princeton defensive back Matt DeRosa. "We were able to shut them down when we wanted to."
The Daily Pennsylvania Monday, November 6, 1995

Attention U. Penn Pre-Med Students! If you are planning to prepare for the MCAT on April 20, 1996 in your area, please read this carefully!

However, our class sizes are limited, so we cannot guarantee you a space. Call us now so you can reserve your spot in our next MCAT bootcamp program for the best possible chance for you.

Deborah Snell
MCAT Consultant

The Dally Pennsylvania!! Monday, November 6, 1995

609-854 5871 after 6 p.m.

FOR RENT

1020 W. 44th St.

$1250. 2 bedroom.

$650. 1 bedroom.

Parking, available.

40th + Spruce

APTS. & HOUSES 2/12 per word. Must have addresses, telephone numbers, and phone number for owner. Call now for rates.

1/29

\$50 for the first four columns.

COMMERCIAL SPACE

1004 South 6th Street

Call Classifieds Department 302-1200

Deadline: 2 p.m. Wednesdays

HELP WANTED

FREE Rent for a Year !

looking for a new home?

for sale & rent .

UP FOR grabs is a beautiful 4 bedroom, 2 bath, split level home. Offered at $750 per month plus electric. Available immediately.

For more information call 215-477-2188

609-854 5871 after 6 p.m.

FOR RENT

June 1-12

14th Street

2 bedroom.

$1300

FOR RENT

14th Street

Available immediately. 1 bedroom, 1 bath. $750 per month plus electric. Call 8:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. M-W-F. Inquire at 964-6539.

June 1-15 and June 16-30.

LARGE, BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT.

3224 Chestnut Street, 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms.

$350 per month plus electric. Available immediately. Call 222-8006 ASAP.

222 North 41st Street


3000 Market Street

2 bedroom.

$695

FOR RENT

SPRING 1996 SUBLET

4043 Locust

One bedroom, hardwood floor and tile bathroom. Available immediately. Rent $324 includes heat and water.

Please call 898-1111 for more information.

Classifieds are ordered alphabetically. When you don’t find a heading in the listings, there are no ads of that type in today’s newspaper.

FOR RENT

SUBLET

REAL ESTATE

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

SERVICES

RENTAL

TRAVEL

ADVERTISER

609-854 5871 after 6 p.m.

FOR RENT

609-854 5871 after 6 p.m.

40TH FT. CHESTNUT TWO bedroom apartment.

$450 in addition to $625.

Available immediately.

Ground floor includes kitchenette and bathroom.

Call 761-1437.

Newly renovated.

Some luxury items.

41ST AND LOCUST.

Attractive two bedroom apartment.

$552 per month.

Heat included. Newly renovated.

$625 per month.

Heat included.

47 Larchwood Efficiency.

$295

immediately.

Call 222-2300.

FOR RENT

1 Bedroom, hardwood floor and tile bathroom.

Available immediately.

1 bed-

room w/hard wood floors and tile.

At $350 per month. (610) 688-7280.

Near UP 222-4535

Convenient public transportation.

ON PENN CAMPUS, various size options.

664 6539

Saturday, 9 to 4

Call 222-2300

Parking, available. Near UP.

Park lane KaM Apts. (610) 259-9000 (FIT. 17 Bdrm) from $407.50

Suburban but (enlr.illy located in the heart of Philadelphia.

'PreeGu lit at, Cooking & H/W

obligations.

Looking for a New Home?

Barclay Square Apts. (215) 925-6501. 1-2 bedrooms.

Park Lane East Apts. (215) 228-0800 Ext. 210. E2 to E14 from $610-

We have experience teaching MCAT. We can help you know your best chance of success.

Anemice M. Soccer swept

SWEPT from back page

truly had it to give.

The Nittany Lion first goal in the 3rd was scored after assistant

Penn defender David Choi. He chose to take

I-ear picked up the ball and passed it to

kicking it dead. Penn State forward .Icfl

of the Penn State goal. All Goodwin

had to do was redirect if past Nittany

corner kick into traffic in front

14:31 into the game. Stern directed a

finish them," defenseman Matt Stem

positioned to play the original ball.

"We had our chances and we didn't

frequently have to turn away students who want to

sign up for a particular class. Call us as soon as

possible to reserve your spot in our next training class.

The test day for the whole event was by midday

3/30

and phone number, and your payment (check or your credit

cards are accepted.

Tearsheets or proofs are not supplied for classified ads.

No refunds are given for cancelled classified ads. Check your

DEADLINES & PAYMENT

AD HEADLINES

Regular fine print (new ads, changes, cancellations): $210. 12 noon, one business day preced ing publication.

Regular fine print (new ads, changes, cancellations): $210. 2 p.m., two business days preceding publication.

PAYMENT

The ad must be paid in full at the time of placement. None will be billed. Visa, MasterCard and American Express cards are accepted.

Visa, MasterCard and American Express cards are accepted.

DEADLINES & PAYMENT

AD RATES

Regular classifieds are priced by the number of words. $40 per word.

2-3 days

$20 per word

4-5 days

$15 per word

6-7 days

$15 per word

8+ days

$10 per word

Terms & Prices

No refunds are given on cancelled classified ads. Check your ad the day it runs. The Daily Pennsylvania will only be responsible for any errors the first day it runs. Tearsheets or proofs are not supplied for classified ads.

INTERNATIONAL COMPANY NEWS ANALYSTS

FULL TIME/PART TIME

CIFAR Publications, Inc. An independent research group specializing in international financial accounting.

Requires: Advanced Degree, Newsmagazine,商报

Would like to recruit in business related disciplines.

International Business

Specialties: French, Spanish, German, Portuguese

Position: Administrator corporate news from newspapers,

press releases and other published sources.

CIFAR provides a rewarding environment with flexible hours.

Send resume to: Dr. Vino B. Boshir, Editor CIFAR Publications, Inc. 1400 Route One West Princeton, NJ 08560

CIFAR

Center for International Financial Analysts & Research, Inc.

SINGLE SLICES by Peter Kehoe

Todd Fenton — always looking for a new line.

THE QUUGAMS by Buddy Nickerson

The Quugams a High-Colesterol Restaurant
you want — shocking, stunning, or Browns are Baltimore bound; Fins get revenge; Flyers rock Whalers

Inconceivable — but you’d better be...

Browns owner Art Modell was very much interested in chasing the big money that Baltimore offered, and now that players there'll try-

nion club in its inaugural season to do to stop the fran-

doubtedly have been to the PC
close to Baltimore in time to file a complaint. The

time for the Cubs, the Orioles, the Indians, and the

the postgame dressing room before heading to the

the first three scoring drives and 231 yards overall in the

the 1984 AFC champions. Marino was 25 of 39, throwing

Cleveland, Ohio, Sunday, Dec. 3, 1995 - The Cleveland

AFC East Division

San Francisco 5   4    0

Miami 6   3   0

Denver             5   4   0

Tampa Bay      5   4   0

Arizona             3   6   0

NY. Giants      3   6   0

New England 20, New York Jets 7

Marino was 25 of 39, throwing

Dolphins last won in San Diego, made

an extra kick to tie the game at 10-10 in the final

in Ohio can do to stop the fran-

Browns owner Art Modell was very...

Browns owner Art Modell was very much...

that players there'll try to do to stop the franchise from relocating.

Browns are Baltimore bound; Fins get revenge; Flyers rock Whalers

Dolphins owner Don Shula, a se-

of Florida State in three different games, had a

Browns are Baltimore bound; Fins get revenge; Flyers rock Whalers

San Francisco (5 4), which I

Shut down by Carolina's del'

But the 49ers railed to score again

while linemate John LeClair

Grizzlies inn, Timberwolves 98.OT

IHis 61-yard field goal as time expired gave the Chicago a wild 27-24 victory.

The Vikings (3-0) had two record-

Vikings 27, Packers 2 1

For the first time this season, the

Dolphins 24, Chargers 14

Jonas Zendejas badly shanked a 32-yard field goal attempt late in the fourth

Vikings last win in San Diego, 28-21 in 1978. All

Vikings 27, Packers 12

Despite the easy win, all the news

The Dolphins averaged a 32-2 loss to the Chargers in San Diego is the
divides on Aug. 6, a defeat that kept Marino from playing in the AFC championship game in his hometown of Pittsburgh.

Marino was 23 of 39, throwing

Jerry Rice appeared to be in a
to receive more information

 Corona Del Mar, Calif., Jan. 29, 1995 - An

involved in the Pet.

WANTING or WANTED to

WANTED to REUNITE with a

The Plants in the Florida Everglades

The Dolphins improved to 6-3. The

The Dolphins averaged a 32-2 loss to

3939

Classified Ads

988-1111

For laughs, Laughs, and More Laughs

LOOK at the bottom of facing page for DP Comico
Princeton dominates Quakers 22-9, virtually itself the Ivy title

By Sekanth Reddy

On Nov. 7, 1998, the Penn football team lost at Princeton, which would go on to win the Ivy League title. It would be the Quakers’ last setback until 2014-15 against Columbia and one of Princeton’s greatest wins ever. The Quakers dominated its opposition, winning its closest game and claiming two straight undefeated League championships.

Saturday at Franklin Field, almost exactly 20 years to the day after Princeton’s winning win, the Tigers ensured that the Ivy League title was Princeton’s to lose. The Quakers once again defeated the Quakers, 23-10, ending for good the era that you would say was a classic Ivy football rivalry. Where there was once no team name, there was no Princeton quarterback Brock Harvey made the down pass to tailback Marc Washington at 11 yards to avoid a fierce rush and scrambled right. It was a great play that put Princeton quickly on top. 7-0. Penn safety Dana Lyons, in the hands of Mark Dolly, ran it into the end zone. The score put Princeton quickly in the lead, Harvey said. “I just touched off. Harvey struck again just three plays later, as third down from the Penn 8. Harvey again broke heavy-line pressure up the middle and ran. From there, he right-handed for 11 yards to the Quakers 30. With that, the Quakers were forced to call a timeout, and Penn’s offense quickly turned over the ball.

The Tigers knew they could get inside DeRosa’s head and they did. And Princeton was sure enough of their defensive advantage that kid. The Quakers discovered it four touch downs too late. Columbia surrendered it well enough to snap The Streak. And Princeton was once enough of a West to win a share of the Ivy League championship.

Quakers lose title bid

F. Hockey falls to Tigers

By Eric Goldstein

The Streak is dead. The Ivy League’s longest winning streak by a Princeton men’s field hockey team was brought to an end on Friday night as the Tigers swept the Quakers in three straight games.

Princeton 2, Penn 0

Field Hockey

After eight games minus seven minutes, Penn had put together defensive lines that were within one goal of the Ivy League championship. The Princeton offense was fresh on its rails, having forced the action into the Princeton goal. But after two critical failed attempts off penalty corners, the 2-0 score stood, and it was the Tigers who stood atop center field with the Ivy League championship trophy. As the game came to a close, the Princeton Tigers’ field hockey team record became 10-0 in the Ivy League. The Tigers defeated the Quakers 2-0, winning the championship for the third straight year.

The Tigers knew they could get inside DeRosa’s head and they did. And Princeton was sure enough of their defensive advantage that kid. The Quakers discovered it four touch downs too late. Columbia surrendered it well enough to snap The Streak. And Princeton was once enough of a West to win a share of the Ivy League championship.

Junior quarterback Mark DeRosa spent most of his day in this position in the Princeton’s 22-9 loss to Princeton in front of a Homecoming crowd of 33,504. Due to intense pressure by the Tigers, DeRosa finished 13-32 for 110 yards. He also scored two touchdowns, but he was intercepted four times in another disappointing performance. The Quakers also lost to Princeton in 1998, 21-9, in the Ivy League championship.

By Jeff Wieland

Like wolves in orange plaid shirts, the Princeton men’s hockey team was poised to strike. After a season that has seen the team expose the last gasp of life from the emotion of the Ivy League title, the Quakers did not gather Saturday in the Hecht Arena. They raised the curtain on a new era.

And slowly, over these exhaustive hours, the ruling eloquent of the Annual Forum presented. It was the Peachy Keen Princeton had to claim to the honor.

The Grand Poolahah

Penn graduate Jerome Allen saw his first regular season NBA action this weekend.

SportsWire, Page 13

The Changing of the Guard

Princeton dominates Quakers 22-9, virtually itself the Ivy title

By Sekanth Reddy

On Nov. 7, 1998, the Penn football team lost at Princeton, which would go on to win the Ivy League title. It would be the Quakers’ last setback until 2014-15 against Columbia and one of Princeton’s greatest wins ever. The Quakers dominated its opposition, winning its closest game and claiming two straight undefeated League championships.

Saturday at Franklin Field, almost exactly 20 years to the day after Princeton’s winning win, the Tigers ensured that the Ivy League title was Princeton’s to lose. The Quakers once again defeated the Quakers, 23-10, ending for good the era that you would say was a classic Ivy football rivalry. Where there was once no team name, there was no Princeton quarterback Brock Harvey made the down pass to tailback Marc Washington at 11 yards to avoid a fierce rush and scrambled right. It was a great play that put Princeton quickly on top. 7-0. Penn safety Dana Lyons, in the hands of Mark Dolly, ran it into the end zone. The score put Princeton quickly in the lead, Harvey said. “I just touched off. Harvey struck again just three plays later, as third down from the Penn 8. Harvey again broke heavy-line pressure up the middle and ran. From there, he right-handed for 11 yards to the Quakers 30. With that, the Quakers were forced to call a timeout, and Penn’s offense quickly turned over the ball.

The Tigers knew they could get inside DeRosa’s head and they did. And Princeton was sure enough of their defensive advantage that kid. The Quakers discovered it four touch downs too late. Columbia surrendered it well enough to snap The Streak. And Princeton was once enough of a West to win a share of the Ivy League championship.

Quakers lose title bid

F. Hockey falls to Tigers

By Eric Goldstein

The Streak is dead. The Ivy League’s longest winning streak by a Princeton men’s field hockey team was brought to an end on Friday night as the Tigers swept the Quakers in three straight games.

Princeton 2, Penn 0

Field Hockey

After eight games minus seven minutes, Penn had put together defensive lines that were within one goal of the Ivy League championship. The Princeton offense was fresh on its rails, having forced the action into the Princeton goal. But after two critical failed attempts off penalty corners, the 2-0 score stood, and it was the Tigers who stood atop center field with the Ivy League championship trophy. As the game came to a close, the Princeton Tigers’ field hockey team record became 10-0 in the Ivy League. The Tigers defeated the Quakers 2-0, winning the championship for the third straight year.

The Tigers knew they could get inside DeRosa’s head and they did. And Princeton was sure enough of their defensive advantage that kid. The Quakers discovered it four touch downs too late. Columbia surrendered it well enough to snap The Streak. And Princeton was once enough of a West to win a share of the Ivy League championship.